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ABSTRACT: Effects of interlacing Silk yarn with soybean 
protein fiber yarn and dimensional properties of fabrics 
are report in this research paper. Silk yarn blended with 
soybean protein fiber yarn into proposition, viz..70:30 and 
50:50. Woven fabric samples are prepared on a handloom. 
Dimensional properties of a fabrics are going to be 
determined. The use of the soy fiber yarn minimized silks 
inferiorities like easy sweat staining and sticking to the 
wet skin. Cloth cover, thickness, Gsm, air permeability of 
blended fabric is compared and stretched in this research. 

KEYWORDS: weight, thickness, cloth cover, air 
permeability. 

1.) INTRODUCTION: 
Soybean is another vegetable-based fiber. soybean protein 
fiber is a sort of reproducible plant protein fiber, which 
utilizes the leftover cake after oil is extricated from the 
soybean. High polymer from soybean cake is removed and 
protein turning arrangement of a specific fixation is ready. 
In the wake of acquiring the turning arrangement, a fiber 
heap of a solitary fiber 0.9-3.0 dtex is turned with the 
utilization of the wet-turning process (Li-yi-you,2004). It is 
an eco-accommodating fiber utilizing a limitless normal 
assets as unrefined substance. It has a mix of exceptional 
properties. Its delicate quality and permeableness make it 
agreeable to the skin. It is light in weight, glossy with 
hostile to bright properties, great wrinkle recuperation, 
and drapability. The elasticity of the single soybean protein 
fiber is higher than that of fleece, cotton, and silk. 
 
In addition, similar to silk, it feels. Among the distinctive 
sort of creature filaments utilized by the material business, 
silk from the casing is economically generally significant. 
Silk texture, a profoundly breathable texture, can be 
suitable for all environments. silk is smooth just as 
genuinely uniform in shading, and has a slight sheen. Its 
innate extraordinary properties of brilliance, strength and 
flexibility, scraped spot obstruction, wrinkle recuperation, 
dimensional solidness, drapability, dampness sponginess 
make it ideal for quite some time in clothing. This review 
wanted to investigate the chance of mixing silk yarn as the 
twist and the soy fiber yarn as the 

 weft with the plan to deliver mixed texture of worked on 
quality. This paper reports starter discoveries of the 
dimensional properties of mixed textures. 

2.) SOYBEAN PROTEIN FIBER MANUFACTURING 
METHODS:  

Soyabean have a 35 % of protein. China is the world lead 
producer of soybean protein fiber. Soybean protein fiber 
can be obtained from soyabean. 100 kg of soyabean 
residue can be extracted from 40 kg of protein.  

There are five main steps to produce soybean fiber. 

EXTRACTION OF OIL TO OBTAIN 
OIL-FREE MEAL 

 

EXTRACTION OF PROTEIN 

 

PREPARATION OF SPINNING 
SOLUTION 

 

FIBER FORMATION 

 

AFTER-TREATMENTS 
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2.1 PROPERTIES & WEARING VALUES OF SOYBEAN 
FABRICS: 

Magnificent and noble appearance: 

Soybean protein fiber has radiance of silk which is upbeat 
and a great wrap that makes the texture exquisite; textures 
of yarn with high count have the fine and clear appearance 
and are great for a high level shirt. 

 Cashmere feel: 

Textures made with SPF are delicate, smooth, and light. It 
has cashmere feel, however is smoother than cashmere; it 
is pretty much as agreeable as a subsequent human skin. 

Dry and comfortable: 

The dampness retention of soybean fiber is like the one of 
cotton; with ventilation better than cotton. 

Solid and useful property 

SPF has a decent partiality to the human body's skin and 
has numerous sorts of amino acids that are helpful for 
wellbeing security. Meeting individuals' skin, the amino 
corrosive in soybean protein can actuate the collagen 
protein in the skin, oppose tickling and give ventilation to 
the skin. 

Microbes safe components are coordinated into the fiber's 
atom chain, which improves the life span of the 
antibacterial property of the soybean protein fiber. 

Properties Soyabean Silk 
Tenacity g/den 0.25-0.8 1-1.5 
Elongation ,% 50 25-45 
Density gm/cm3 1.29 1.34-1.38 
Moisture regain , % 8.6 11.0 
Acid resistance excellent excellent 
Alkali resistance good good 

Resistance to 
moth/fungus good 

Resistance 
to fungus 
but not to 
moth 

U.V resistance good bad 
Dry breaking 
extension % 18-21 14-25 

 

2.2 LIGHT FASTNESS PROPERTY 

The light fastness of soybean fiber was tested under 
outdoor condition for two months. After the test, the color 
of soybean fiber fades a little, the strength decreases 11%; 
no mold fungus appears. Furthermore, the strength of 
soybean fiber decreases only 9.8% under the ultraviolet 
irradiation for 120 hours. The test results indicate that the 

soybean fiber has good light fastness property and good 
resistance to ultraviolet radiation, which is better than 
cotton, viscose and silk. 

3. SILK:                     

Silk, a strong and brilliance surface, has been used for 
great quality dress and family things for quite a while. 
Accumulate silk from the event of the silkworm. Each 
cover contains around one mile of silk fiber. As we 
presumably know, silk is a hard and solid surface, for each 
delicate silk fiber is more really than a basically obscure 
degree of steel.              

3.1 SILK FIBER MANUFACTURING METHODS: 

The silk fiber is delivered by the cocoon. The cocoon has 
two organs sericin and fibroin which can create a fluid 
type of silk. at the point when it comes into contact with air 
it becomes strong fiber. 

Silk will be gathered from the casing of the silkworm. By 
and large, each cover produces around 1,000 yards of silk 
strands. This fiber is called crude silk, is turned into silk 
yarn and strings 

3.2 PROPERTIES OF SILK  

Strength: It has 2.4 to 5.1 grams per denier. a great deal of 
perfection of the silk yarn diminishes the issue of mileage 
from the scraped area. The strength of the silk yarns relies 
upon the length of the silk staple. 

Shape and appearance: Silk fibers square measure awfully 
fine and long. The broadness of the silk is from 9 to 11 
microns. 

Versatility: Silk fiber could be extended from 1/7 to 1/5 its 
unique length prior to breaking. 

Flexibility: Silk holds its structure and furthermore 
opposes wrinkling. this is frequently a ton of materials 
made of unadulterated silk rather than turned silk. 

Drapabilty: Silk incorporates pliability and adaptability 
that motor aided by its genuine property and flexibility 
offers it great drapability. 

Sponginess: the extraordinary absorptive property of silk 
also adds to its effect in a sultrier climate. 

Neatness and wash capacity: Silk is hygienical material 
since its wash surface doesn't attract soil. It furthermore 
can be only flawless by delicate. 

Impact of lightweight: Continuous openness to light make 
silk as frail speedier than one or the other cotton or wool.  
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4. BASIC OF WOVEN FABRIC: 

The type of the joining of twist and weft yarns can be 
isolated fundamentally into three classifications plain, 
twill, and silk/sateen weave. These three sorts of 
structures are called fundamental weaves. 

4.1 PLAIN WEAVE: 

The least difficult of all weaves is the plain weave. Each 
filling yarn disregards then again and under one twist 
yarn. Each twist yarn disregards then again and under 
each filling yarn. 

5. CONCLUSION: 

                      We conclude in this review article as among the 
methods, we can produce the fabric with different ratio of 
silk and soybean protein fiber by interweaving to improve 
the fabric characteristics and dimensional properties.  
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